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INTRODUCTION



Are you tired? Are you sick or ill? Are you sick and tired of

being sick and tired? Well, you are in the right place! I

have been there, both sick and tired. I was depressed,

severely depressed. It was the kind of depression where

doctors wanted to medicate me with pills to help me

function during the day, and pills to help me sleep at

night. I was even suicidal and survived an attempt at one

point. I often felt like a walking zombie. I was tired of

feeling like a fog was constantly draping over my head. I

battled with fatigue and a lack of motivation to do pretty

much anything that involved getting out of bed. The

number on the scale increased without me even realizing

it as I coped with my emotional anguish with food. My

self-esteem plummeted into a pit each time I looked into

the mirror and did not recognize who was looking back at

me. My mental and physical health had taken over my

life.

That is until one day I realized that I was sick and tired of

being sick and tired. I decided that I was going to reclaim

my life. I got tired of merely existing and not living. Is that

how you feel? Like you’re sort of floating about in life and

watching the time pass you by? I remember I used to look

back at old journal entries, and each time around the same

time of year, year after year, I was in a rut. I was stuck in

the same place. I saw that time continued to pass me by as

I felt sorry for myself. However, feeling sorry for myself

did not produce any positive or rewarding results. No

changes or growth ever evolved from me feeling sorry for

myself. If anything, it made matters worse. The self-hate I

had for myself deepened as my confidence continued to

decrease each time I put on an outfit and felt

uncomfortable in my own skin. 
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I knew I had to do something.  That agonizing feeling of

discontentment grew within me so greatly, that I decided

to finally do something about my life.

Are you fed up with YOU yet? If so, continue to read along

as I share 5 steps to transitioning into a healthier lifestyle.

In each step, I take you on a journey into how I began to

live a healthier lifestyle one choice, one step, and one day

at a time. Now, I have a confession to make. Before you

get started, this is not a guide that promises you any quick

fixes, nor do I reveal some secret magic pill that one can

take to be a healthier person. I don’t believe in, nor do I

advocate for quick fixes. I’m old school in that regard in

that I believe the tortoise wins the race for the healthy

lifestyle achievement award. 

Transitioning into a healthy lifestyle requires patience,

dedication, consistency, an open-mind, and self-love. I

know, I know, none of the things you probably wanted to

hear, right?. But this method works. It has always worked

and it always will. Why? How? You may ask. Because

you’re going to make healthier choices that will lead you

to new, healthier habits, which will produce favorable

results and lead you to a new lifestyle. Ultimately, you’ll

be a healthier you! Think about it, if you take a secret

magic pill, yes you may see results, but they will be

temporary and you will probably have to continue to take

that magic pill for the rest of your life to maintain those

results, not to mention the potential health risks involved

in taking this said magic pill. Why not change some of

your current habits into healthier ones, which will change

the entire way in which you live?! You can do it! 
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I have done it. Many have done it. And you will do it too

as you join the ranks of those of us who are dedicated to

living a healthier lifestyle! So, come along with me as I

guide you through each step in helping you to transition

into a healthier you!
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STEP 1

AWARE AND
ACKNOWLEDGE



I’m going to take a lucky guess and assume that by you

even reading this far, you have already become aware that

something needs to change. You may not be quite sure on

what that something is, but somewhere in your mind, you

have the awareness that you have to do something

different.  I had this same awareness nearly 13 years ago

when I decided to stop eating red meat. I was in college

and my old track teammate who was from Trinidad and

Tobago shared with me how she did not eat much red

meat because of how unhealthy it was. At the time of this

conversation, I was eating a steak burger in Steak-N-

Shake. That was the last time I ate red meat. Cold turkey.

Just like that. There was something about not eating a

particular food for the betterment of your body and

health that intrigued me.

My favorite Grandpa Frank died of a heart attack when I

was a young girl. He was a heavier man who loved food.

Even at a young age, I began to believe it was his love for

food that took him away from me. So, giving up red meat

meant that I would have a healthier heart and ultimately,

out-live my Grandpa Frank’s age at the time of his death.

I was aware that my family history could potentially

predispose me to certain conditions if I had the same

eating habits as Grandpa Frank did. So, I gave up the cow.

Well, not entirely. The cheese and milk came later on.

Nevertheless, I was able to acknowledge that if I wanted to

be healthier and live longer, I needed to make different,

better yet, healthier food choices. Instead of beef burgers,

I ate turkey burgers. I made sure the turkey meat was

seasoned well and all of my favorite condiments and

toppings were added to ensure each bite was just as 
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flavorful as the beef burgers. It was an easier transition

than I thought it would be. Besides, I never did like the

stringy pieces of beef that got caught between my teeth

after having roast or steak. And the turkey burger digested

much better compared to the beef burger.

Being aware of my family’s medical history and

acknowledging that I had to make healthier food choices

enabled me to cut red meat out of my diet completely.

Now I’m not suggesting that you should do the same. I do

realize going cold turkey can be a bit extreme for most.

However, by being aware and able to acknowledge where

you are in this current moment of your life, you will soon

be able to do something different than what you are

currently doing now. You will soon be on your way to

producing an action step toward a healthier you!

Your something may not be giving up red meat in this

moment. For you, it may be soda or some other high

sugary beverage. Do you drink soda daily? And with every

meal? How is your water intake? Or maybe you eat dessert

after every meal. Can you replace one dessert with a piece

of fresh fruit? Ponder on that as we proceed to the exercise

section of Step 1!
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Below, you will see a chart that breaks down 3 simple ways

in how you can take your first step toward a healthier you

by doing the following: 1) Identify the habit that needs to

be changed. 2) Address how you will change it. What will

you use as a healthier substitution or replacement? 3) Do

the work!

We’ll use the soda as an example:
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Voila! There you have it! There’s your something that

needs to be addressed, replaced, and improved upon with

a healthier choice. You can use this method with any

unhealthy food habit you wish to break. Just insert the

habit, a healthier choice, and then an action step. Once

you successfully conquer creating a new and healthier

habit, continue to use this same method to change other

habits you have. Feel free to modify the work section as

you gain momentum in your progress. (i.e.: Drink only

water/infused water every other day. No soda.) Do you see

how the frequency of your water intake can increase, as

the frequency of your soda intake decreases? Over time

and with consistency, you will soon be able to kick your

unhealthy habit to the curb. Congratulations! You have

just completed Step 1!
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STEP 2

START WHERE
YOU ARE



This step is extremely critical and I need you to get this. I

mean really, really get this. This step involves loving

yourself right where you are. Loving yourself is a part of

having a healthier lifestyle. You want the relationship you

have with yourself to be healthy. Self-love starts now, not

later. I don’t want you to wait until you lose the weight, or

eat healthier, or even feel better about yourself before you

start to finally love YOU. It took me YEARS to grasp this

concept.

 I despised my chubby belly that was covered in stretch

marks, the result of carrying the most precious gift God

gave to me, my son Amari. I wanted my old track body

back. I tried to change the way I looked through hating the

way I looked. It never worked! By using hatred as my fuel,

I only ended up frustrated each time I looked in the

mirror after eating a healthier food choice or exercising

and didn’t see any immediate changes. Consequently, I

ended up coping with that disappointment with an

unhealthy food choice. I wanted a six-pack NOW! I

wanted my chubby belly to disappear YESTERDAY!

None of that happened, though. In fact, I still don’t have a

six-pack set of abs. However, I am working toward a more

physically fit body by currently loving the skin I’m in.  I’m

actually seeing more progress loving me than I did when I

was hating me. Go figure!

What is it about yourself that you hate or dislike? I need

you to work on changing your perception on that. For

instance, I finally came to terms that my belly was the 
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result of caring a precious God-sent gift, my son. Some are

not as fortunate to have children. So, I learned to consider

this a blessing, not a curse. I also had to accept that the

excess weight I had carried around my mid-section was a

result of unhealthy food choices I had made for an

extended period of time.

 Here’s the accountability factor. I had to accept

accountability that my belly was chubby because of

choices I made! Once I swallowed that hard pill (and it was

a huge horse pill to swallow!), I was able to accept me for

who I was in that moment. I stopped hating my belly, and

anything else about myself and decided to love and

embrace all of me – flaws and all.

By changing the way I viewed myself, I began to have an

increasing desire to take better care of myself. Why?

Because I LOVED me! When you love something or

someone, you go out of your way to show them or to take

care of that person or thing you love, right? Whether if it’s

a pet, a loved one, or a vehicle that you love, you will do

everything within your power to take care of it. So, my

question to you is, do you love you? Right now? In the

present moment? Really think about this for a moment

before you proceed to read any further.

Now if you are anything like I was when I had to ask

myself this question, then you are probably wiping the

snot from your top lip and drying your cheeks from the

tears you just shed. That’s ok!! This is actually a great

thing! We are at the start of you finally realizing that you

need to love you! How beautiful and wonderful is that?! 
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Can you imagine how you will care for own self when you

love yourself with unconditional love? You will surprise

yourself!

I currently live a plant-based lifestyle and have pretty

much eliminated most chemicals and processed foods,

products, etc. from my diet and life. This is the result of

me loving me! I experienced the benefits fresh vegetables

and fruit had on my overall well-being and fell in love

with this healthy lifestyle thing all over again. In result, I

now have more energy and vitality.

 Listen, I am not encouraging you to give up all meat

products right now and go stand outside with a PETA sign

in your hand protesting against animal factories. I don’t

even do that! I am merely giving you an example of how

self-love can have a huge impact on the choices you make,

which can dramatically change your life and the way you

live! If someone would’ve told me 5 years ago that I was

going to give up all animal products and be a vegan, I

would’ve called them crazy! I loved cheese and ate it

probably near daily.

 However, the more I began to love myself, the more my

desires changed. I had a desire to take care of the one and

the only temple I was given while on this earth – my

body. Now out of self-love, I am dedicated to taking care

of my body through healthy eating habits and living an

active lifestyle. (Hold on, we’ll get to the exercise part in

Step 3!).
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So you see, starting where you are currently is imperative

to helping you have a successful transition into a healthier

lifestyle. Starting where you are includes loving yourself

for who you are in the present moment, holding yourself

accountable for choices you have made that brought you

to where you are right now, and also being willing to start

moving into a direction where you can express the love

you have for yourself, to yourself! It’s time to starting

loving you. Are you ready? Get a pen and paper ready for

the exercise section of Step 2.
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Go to the mirror. Right now! Look at yourself. What do

you dislike about yourself? What is that one thing that

nags away at you and you despise for even existing? Now

write it down. I want you to start viewing this thing

differently.

 Remember the example I provided to you regarding my

belly? I literally changed the way I viewed my belly by

getting to the root of how my belly ended up in the

condition in which it was in. You can do the same!

Or, what if you dislike a feature you were born with and

can’t change it, how can you begin to love that?

Let’s use full lips as an example. Maybe you were teased

growing up about having full lips. The teasing caused you

to view your lips in a negative way. Now you’ve carried

that negative perception of yourself into your latter years.

Let me ask you this, though, if no one ever teased you

about your lips, would you have ever learned to hate

them? I was born with natural red hair and was teased

growing up. I guess a bi-racial girl with red hair was not

“normal.” I learned to hate my hair. However, I have since

then learned to love my hair! You can do the same! You

learned to hate your full lips, so you can UNLEARN to

hate them too!

Think about all of the people out there who are getting lip

injections to have fuller lips. They want what you already

have NATURALLY! You have a beautiful feature, it’s time

to start embracing it!
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Whatever it is about your body that you realize you don’t

like, now is the time to address it and start loving you! So,

get your pen and paper out and start writing what you

now love about this feature, and yourself! Congratulations!

You have just completed Step 2!
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STEP 3

IT 'S  TIME TO
GET MOVING!



I bet after seeing the word exercise several times, you

began to wonder when were you going to get to this

section, huh?! Well, this step-by-step guide was developed

in a strategic manner. I intentionally placed the

exercise/active lifestyle section in Step 3.

Many have the misconception that they can outwork a bad

diet. I know I did. I used to work my booty off in the gym!

I profusely sweated as I was determined to transform my

body. But, remember as I mentioned in Step 2, I was

doing this out of self-hatred. Also, some of the times I

worked out was due to the guilt I had after I had just

finished eating something fried and cheesy; I would run to

the gym to “work it off.” That may work for some, but it

certainly did not work well for me! Sure I was able to

maintain my weight for a while, but I never lost any

weight, nor did I experience the type of physical

transformation I was seeking.

This is why learning how to create healthier eating habits

is crucial. Hence the order of the Steps. Step 1 covered

your awareness to do something different and how to

make healthier food choices. Step 2 covered how to finally

love you for who you are right now. And now, in Step 3,

we’re going to express the love we have for ourselves by

moving our bodies!

My first experience with working out began when I was 11

years old. I grew up in a dysfunctional household. My dad

was an abusive alcoholic and beat me often. One day I had

gotten so tired of his beatings that I decided to run away. 
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Literally. I ran. I ran right through the front door and

about a mile in a half away to my best friend’s house. I felt

so liberated and free while running, that I grew a passion

for it. I loved running and anything that had to do with

running. I became a cross country and track and field

athlete all the way through my Sophomore year in college.

I stopped running after I got pregnant with my son during

my Sophomore year in college. I thought my days as an

athlete were over and I stopped being active. Essentially, I

stopped taking care of myself. 

Several years later, after being sick and tired of being sick

and tired, I decided to return to my first love, running.

However, after nearly a decade of doing nearly no

physical activity at all, my body was not having that! I had

to start slow. I began by power walking in the park. By

simply moving my body, I released endorphins (the

brain's “feel good” chemical) and began to feel better. I

also had a therapeutic experience each time I was out in

nature. As my endurance increased, I slowly started to

walk and jog. Eventually, I had fallen back in love with

running and rediscovered an old passion I once had. I did

this for nearly two years until I mustered up the courage

to train for my very first half and full marathons!

Now I’m not telling you to go out there and start jogging

or to go sign up for a marathon. This is to serve as an

example of the progression I had from starting off by

doing something as simple as walking. Something you can

do right now! If you’re not physically capable of walking

right now, you can create other movements you can

perform to get your “feel good” chemicals in your brain

released!
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 Walking is the most simple and beneficial exercise out

there. It’s something humans have been doing since the

beginning of time. You walk in the mall, to your car in the

parking lot, and in the grocery store. The only thing you

want to do now is start increasing the amount of time you

walk and the pace in which you are walking. 

I want you to notice how I started doing something I

loved, out of self-love I had for myself. That thing you

love may be dancing, jump rope, kickboxing, riding a bike,

basketball, volleyball, yoga, swimming, hiking, etc. When

you were a kid, what activity did you enjoy the most?

Sometimes we forget dancing and jump rope are

considered forms of exercising too!

Remember, when you love yourself, you want to express

the love you have for yourself by doing things to take care

of you. If you once had a passion or even just a like for an

activity that can get your heart rate up, I want you to try to

return to that and see how it makes you feel. Remember

what I shared previously, I had to start walking first and I

was okay with that. So, don’t beat yourself up here if you

have to start slow. That’s to be expected if you haven’t

been physically active in a while.  Now, you guessed it, it’s

time to start moving!
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Literally, Step 3 is exercising.  We’re going to use the same

chart in Step 1 as a guide to help you along with

transitioning into an active lifestyle! The same method

applies here. Identify the habit that needs to be addressed,

create a substitution or replacement, and do the work! See

the chart below for an example:

All you have to do is insert your personal preference and

start moving! As you gain momentum and increase your

endurance, feel free to modify the chart and give yourself

a more physically challenging activity. Congratulations!

You have just completed Step 3!
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STEP 4

DOCUMENT
YOUR JOURNEY



I first began writing when I was a youth. I wrote journal

entries here and there for a  release from the internal

anguish I was experiencing. I didn’t realize this then, but

as I wrote down what was going on throughout my days

and even life, I was keeping track on how I responded and

reacted to situations and how I felt. I now use writing as a

tool, an outlet, and a set of ears.

Writing enables me to share my message to the world

regarding internal transformation, healing, and self-love.

Writing also helps me to journal my day to day

experiences. There are many times I have looked back on

old journal entries and smiled at the progress I have made.

Sometimes I was even taken aback at how much I had

grown and by how much progress I had made in many

areas of my life, living a healthier lifestyle included.

Writing is also those extra set of ears I need when I cannot

find the audible words needed to articulate what is going

on within myself. Documenting my journey has been

beneficial for me in so many ways. It is definitely a habit I

have adopted for my lifelong journey in working toward a

better version of myself.

You don’t necessarily have to be a “writer” per se or even

enjoy writing to document your own journey. Doing

something as simple as dating a sheet of paper and writing

down your daily goals is a good enough start. This doesn’t

have to be complicated. Over time, you will be able to see

the areas you easily succeeded in and the areas that are in

need of a little more TLC (tender loving care). And that’s

okay! This is what learning and growing is all about; 
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allowing yourself the freedom and the flexibility to

identify your strengths and weaknesses and build off of

them. As I mentioned previously, you don’t have to be an

expert in writing to perform this step. So don’t

overcomplicate this! Just let the pen (or pencil) flow across

the paper as your mind, heart and soul release whatever is

needed. You will surprise yourself what will come out

when the pen hits the paper!
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Take out a sheet of paper, or an entire notebook, and write

today’s date on there. Now I would like for you to write

down whatever comes to mind. It can be what happened

today, the goals you would like to achieve, what you ate,

the activity you decided to do, or even a to-do list for

tomorrow. Whatever you decide to write down, I implore

you to get in the habit of writing something down. Trust

me, it will evolve from there! Congratulations! You have

just completed Step 4!
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STEP 5

GET BACK UP!



The final step to this guide is how lifestyles are created.

They aren’t created when you initially start making better

choices, or workout a couple of times and feel good doing

it. They’re created after you fall, after you revert back to

that old habit or go days, weeks, or even months without

being consistent. BUT you learn a few things about

yourself, how it made you feel to drink that soda after not

doing so for a while. Or you begin to miss that “feel good”

chemical your brain released after your favorite

activity/workout. You may even miss writing down how

your day went, because you experienced the benefits of

journaling. Eventually, you’ll begin to realize that you

actually prefer to make healthier choices. This is how

lifestyles are created. By getting back up!

This is the realistic step to this guide. I would be doing

you a disservice by not including it. The reality is, you’re

going to slip, you’re going to revert back to old ways, and

you’re going to have times where you don’t “feel like”

getting up off of the couch and being active. This is a part

of the journey you are embarking upon. Transitioning

into a new and healthy lifestyle means you have to take

the good with the bad. However, if you are truly

dedicated, you’ll realize the bad is really just learning

lessons that you can apply to your life to assist you in

becoming successful on living a healthier lifestyle. 

I’ve had my fair share of setbacks. I went months without

working out at some points. I also spent days binge eating

on carbs and sugary treats after I felt I had deprived

myself of what I thought I loved at the time. I also fell

back into depression when I stopped releasing my internal

woes through journaling. 
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However, by picking myself back up again, I realized that

when I did not workout, that “feel good” chemical never

got released to my brain. That’s when I went looking for a

quick fix and turned to carbs and sugary treats, because

let’s be honest, eating rich and moist brownies would

make anyone feel good –for that moment. That was the

lesson I learned. I learned that by not exercising and

turning to carbs and sugary treats to feel good, that I was

only giving myself a temporary fix. Once the “sugar high”

wore off, I was right back to square one. Eventually, I was

able to recognize this pattern. That’s when I picked myself

up again and repeated Steps 1-4. Now I am living a

healthier lifestyle. 

Repetition, repetition, repetition. This is how you create

new habits. By repetitiously choosing healthier food

options, going to the mirror and working on your

relationship with yourself, and by doing that activity

you’ve always loved. By repeating these steps over and

over again, you will soon be on your way to living a

healthier lifestyle!

Remember, this is not a race. This transition requires your

love, dedication, patience, and will to want to live a

healthier lifestyle. This guide is only a snippet of the

plethora of information that exists out there on living a

healthy lifestyle. I’ve merely shared a few of my personal

experiences and how I progressed to the phase I am in

right now of being dedicated to living a healthy lifestyle.

The good news is, you are not alone on this journey!

There are millions across the world who are on this

journey as well!
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 Like I mentioned before, this a step-by-step and day-by-

day lifestyle. This is not a one day you’ll wake up and

“arrive” ordeal. As I shared previously, I am still working

toward personal fitness goals and also learning more about

how to live a healthier lifestyle. That is the exciting part of

this journey, it never ends! Once you master one area,

you’ll have a new area to learn about and conquer. So take

the pressure off of yourself, sit back, and enjoy the ride. I

promise you won’t regret it!
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You guessed it! Repeat Steps 1-4 each time you pick

yourself back up again! Congratulations! You are on your

way to a healthier lifestyle! Pat yourself on the back!!
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Casandra M. Austin is a transformation consultant who is

dedicated to helping others transform their lives from the

inside-out through inner healing and self love. 

                            www.casandraaustin.com
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